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“ZZremix is a reconstruction work of
the solo performance ZZ from 2003.
The trigger point is to create an
illusion of art in the ears that invokes
silence. In the labyrinthine world of
memories and feelings, determined by
development, change and multiplicity,
the “I” remains unfathomable and
mysterious. In the course of the
performative process, the aim is to
unify various combinations of single
motifs. The body is set up as a
temporary sculpture.”
Akemi Takeya

Trailer: vimeo.com/376810413

ABOUT ZZremix
Takeya's remix now resumes the synchronization of the sounds of human breath. Breath
and sound are continuously modified, transformed and transcended; space-filling sounds
create psychoacoustic landscapes, situated between real and unreal silence, noise and
abstraction. A remix in music is a new version of a piece of music: Remix means a remix of
the original sound material, a transformation that is primarily driven by the idea of obtaining
a new and perhaps different quality of music. This is achieved by re-formulating, interpreting
and presenting the music in accordance with present conditions – as well as with newly
developed technical and artistic possibilities. In ZZremix this reformulation focuses above
all on Akemi Takeya's personal and artistic developments, which meet and concern her as
an artist as well as a human being in an increasingly national zeitgeist. As well, her body has
changed over more than a decade and it must also be taken into account and incorporated
into the artistic work. Age and aging in our time are increasingly becoming an acute as well
as current social problem, and it has become almost a necessity, also to an artist, to tackle
this issue within the performance.

Takeya is determined in her thinking, feeling and working on the one hand by her Japanese
roots, on the other hand by the so-called Western way of being rational. Accordingly, she
designs her performance work both poetically and artificially as well as constructively;
emotionally contradictory as well as the cool and rigorously composed – always at the
same time carried and permeated by the conditions / movements of the body, the breath
and the voice (s), of songs and sounds, the opening and closing of the artistic space, its
perspectivity and dimensions.
Full documentation – Password zz: vimeo.com/361426020

PROLOG Exposition (Opposition/ Transformation)

A composition by Akemi Takeya. Audible in the beginning, then slowly dissolving in
movement – touch of a glass of water. In this prologue to the piece, Performer A navigates
in an inner world, is engulfed and submerges, and at the same time reflects the space
surrounding her as well as the people in it. In a way, this is an initiation – a form of ritual
striving for a special intimacy between Performer A and the audience.

CHAPTER I (E)Motion

First, geometrical patterns appear on the stage floor: 7 lines and 7 dots draw the
performance’s architectonic structure which the performer follows. Jumping & Backward
is this section’s movement structure, accompanied by breathing sounds manipulated live.

CHAPTER II Air (on the G string)

In deep concentration, on a line between sky and the earth, Performer A’s body hangs,
trying to keep its balance in incessant forward and backward motion, caught between light
and shadow.

CHAPTER III Absolute Danger

Standing on the ceiling, dancing on it, keeping one‘s body on it, keeping it from falling to
the floor – a paradoxical image: the body’s gravity and its levity – “she’s just walking”...

CHAPTER IV The IntermeZZo

Performer A stands at the border of darkness, light and noise pour onto her like roaring
waterfall.

CHAPTER V Ego Scattering

Step for step, a journey into the past. In changing succession, the geometrical patterns
(Scene 2) are “drawn“ onto the stage. After a brief pause, Performer A joins in and interacts
with the “drawn“ architectonic structure of light, lines and dots. We hear her voice telling
stories from her time in Vienna: stories about personal and artistic episodes and about her
questioning “I”.

CHAPTER VI Voicemail

In complete darkness, Performer A speaks a letter to her mother into a smartphone. But
no words come from her mouth just stam- mering and suttering, yelling and wailing break
forth – an inner chaos. At last – having become quiet again – Performer A puts the phone
on the floor and listens to her letter: “Dear Mother!”

EPILOG Statement
2003 I – In the strongest condition;
I am caught in conflicts with myself: I - Egoism, I – egocentrism, I - egomania. My strong and
stubborn self-doubts: A never-ending series of attempts at self- definition.
2005 I – In the state of absolute solitude, total loneliness;
I was very close to you, even afar, isolated in a cage of the light. I, the naked body was
surrounded by an audiovisual environment, illuminated in a spectacular flash of light.
2006 I – The feeler, extending beyond the limit of my own;
As if all doing were groping and testing, imitation and repetition, as if she was an Ibsen
onion that peels her Peer Gynt: systematically, unselfish, free of aim...
2008 I – Into the sleepless night;
I wrote songs and made an animation about a red dot, composed as a metaphor of life in
the darkness. Actually the red dot was just a TV stand-by red light blinking.
2010 I – In a confusion of endless self-questioning;
What movement can be invented or enforced, to create a physical communication in the
social space?
2014 I – Not sure whether I am safe or secure;
I am forced to survive as a performer, suggested ironic emergency situations and described
certain cases of situated action.
2017 I – Becoming an existential figure;
The lemon becomes a metaphor and a vessel for transforming each of the 72 items: Flesh
acts as flesh, juice for blood, cut for cut.
2019 I – Obviously becoming older and older;
I punch my self like annoying flies, I cannot silence them: I - egoism, I – egocentrism, I egomania. Forever caught in conflicts with myself. My stubborn self-doubts: a never ending
series of attempts at self-definition.
Here and now my self is scattered...
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PRESS QUOTES

2019

2003

2019
The in-between remains
[…] in which the artist moves confidently in her expressive, carefully articulated body
language, showing that she is a dancer, performer, choreographer and poet, and that music
is also one of her means of expression.
ZZremix – Ditta Rudle, tanzschrift.at, July 2019
Fragility of being
The deep emotionality and poetry of her pictures, her vocal power, her stage presence, her
expressiveness and her honesty impress despite all cool clarity. The on going struggle of
a highly sensitive, fragile soul and an artistically mature personality, torn between cultures.
ZZremix – Rando Hannemann, tanz.at, July2019
Moving, musical search for the self
A great light direction (Jan Wagner) and the sound (Peter Kutin, Moritz Nahold) form the
basis for a breath-taking, musical-poetic journey to Takeya`s own self.
ZZremix – Peter Jarolin, Kurier, July 2019

2003
Dissipation of the self
When a body with a formulating power like Takeya`s is put into a host of impersonations, it
becomes clear how dance at its best functions.
ZZ – Helmut Ploebst, Der Standard, December 2003
Plentiness in frugality
In precise walks […] Akemi Takeya develops the compass of a life, from the smallest
movement in silence to the shaking „letter“ to the mother. Plentiness lies in frugality.
ZZ – Andrea Amort, Kurier, December 2003

BIOGRAPHY
Since 1991 Akemi Takeya lives and works in Vienna. She has collaborated with artists in the
fields of dance, theater, film / video, photography and music. She has created numerous
dance, video and performance pieces in collaboration with artists such as Granular Synthesis
(MODELL 5/1994), Ulf Langheinrich, Dorfmeister, Wolfgang Mitterer, Tom Cora, Christian
Fennesz, Ong Ken Seng, Benoît Lachambre, Ko Murobishi, Rechenzentrum and Carlotta
Ideka. Several of her pieces, such as Feeler, So What!, ZZ, Black Honey Drops, Bodypoems,
Little Stories about S.O.S. and Tapped/Untapped have been presented at ImPulsTanz.
In her LEMONISM series she has explored various avant-garde movements of the 20th
century, creating both theater and museum performances as physical examinations. The
installation as well as the performance LEMONISM X ACTIONISM were last presented as
part of the project The Raft. Art is (not) Lonely, curated by Jan Fabre and Joanna De Vos.
In her latest project, ZZremix, Akemi Takeya worked again with her long-time collaborators,
dramaturge and author Armin Anders and light designer Jan Wagner, who has already
developed the lighting concept for ZZ. At ZZremix, Akemi Takeya worked with visual artist
Markus Schinwald (facial prothese/Mask) and developed new sound compositions with
sound artist Peter Kutin and Moritz Nahold.
Takeya is a choreographer and performer who, in her self-developed and distinctive
performance method, creates a connection between visual art and dance and builds
a bridge from voice and body work. She turns to art currents from East and West and
integrates science and dance, but the focus of her method is always the examination of her
own self. She always works at the interface of various cultures and dance styles, using the
contrasts to generate unexpected sounds, songs, movements and words, mostly born from
her own body. Rational and lyrical thinking, the connection of head and body characterize
her performances at all times.
Video Portrait, seletcted solo works: vimeo.com/309978902
Portrait 2018 © Jürgen Bauer: www.juergenbauer.at/akemi_takeya_eng/
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